Rabbit C-reactive protein. Biosynthesis and characterization of cDNA clones.
To study the biosynthesis of rabbit C-reactive protein (CRP), a cDNA library was constructed from CRP mRNA-enriched polysomal poly(A) RNA. Four recombinant plasmids, designated pCX9, pCX23, pCX28, and pCX39, from 39 positive clones were sequenced and found to represent overlapping clones. DNA sequencing of CRP cDNA and primer extension of the 5'-end of CRP mRNA have demonstrated that the complete length of rabbit CRP mRNA consists of 2331 nucleotides and a terminal poly(A) segment. Analysis of the resulting sequence indicated that rabbit CRP mRNA contained a 5'-noncoding region of 107 nucleotides, a leader sequence encoding 20 amino acids, a coding region covering 205 amino acids, and a 3'-noncoding region of 1549 nucleotides. The 3'-noncoding region contained a consensus AAUAAA sequence that is 105 nucleotides upstream from the 3'-terminal poly(A) segment. Using an in vitro translation system, we have confirmed that CRP is synthesized as a precursor polypeptide (Mr approximately equal to 26,000) which undergoes processing to form the mature polypeptide (Mr approximately equal to 23,500). The CRP precursor failed to display a calcium-dependent affinity for phosphorylcholine ligand as demonstrated by mature CRP, suggesting that the phosphorylcholine-binding site of CRP only formed after processing. Northern blot analysis suggested that following induction with turpentine, liver was the only site where CRP mRNA synthesis could be demonstrated and that the change in mRNA concentration correlated with the course of CRP production. Southern blot analysis of liver genomic DNA indicated a single gene copy for CRP.